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An inviting collection of lush botanical drawings to color, created in mixed-media artist Rachel

ReinertÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lovely and distinctive style. ReinertÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fresh take on modern florals has

earned her a following among private collectors and interior decorators, and Botanical Wonderland

makes her aesthetic accessible to everyone. Each illustration is hand-drawn and printed on

single-sided perforated pages for easy framing, and the book includes a few finished, fully colored

botanical paintings to inspire would-be artists to draw their own beautiful works. One bonus sheet,

colored and signed by Rachel, will be included in the back of the book.
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Rachel Reinert is a west coast-based mixed-media artist. Endlessly inspired by nature, she creates

paintings, illustrations, and useful objects showcasing her unique approach to organic florals and

color.

Pretty!

This is a beautiful coloring book of unusual, exotic and slightly abstract botanical designs. Most of

the designs are of flowers though the odd sea creature and certainly succulents make their way

onto the page. I have never heard of this artist before but I took a chance in ordering this book and I

am so glad that I did so. Her artwork has a flowing and organic look and feel and is a real pleasure



to color. In addition to the frame-quality designs, the book also includes a full-color, signed print

from the artist that can also be framed if you so choose.In addition to the fantastic designs, I have to

say that this coloring book is published exactly as I would love to have every coloring book

published. I will go into more details below but short of extremely high quality paper, I can't think of

anything more I could ask from a physical stand-point. I don't believe that I have other coloring

books by this publisher, Get Creative 6, but I hope that they will be providing more high quality

coloring books in the near future.While the artist suggests using a few colors in the same family to

get a harmonious look, when I chose my first project, I wanted to play with all of the fun colors in my

box of Tombow markers. It isn't often that I get a design that lets me use lots and lots of colors, but

that is the way I saw this bouquet. Perhaps for my next project I will follow her advice, but the fun of

coloring is doing whatever you want to do and to do it your own way. It gives us the opportunity to

put our own artist stamp on an artist's work.I will provide detailed information about the physical

aspects of this book below, but here is a quick overview of what I found:45 Exotic and Abstract

Botanical Designs1 Full Color, Signed and Frame-quality printPrinted on one side of heavyweight

paperPages are micro-perforatedGlue BindingDesigns do not merge into the BindingAlcohol-based

markers bleed through the pageWater-based markers leave a color shadow on the back of the

pageGel pens and India ink pens leave an indistinct shadow on the back of the pageColoring

pencils work excellently with this paperThe designs in this coloring book are printed on one side of

heavy weight, micro-perforated, white paper. The designs do not merge into the binding area. The

binding is glue-bound but you will remove pages at the perforations if you want to take them out of

the book. I could get the book to lay fairly flat by slightly breaking the spine. There is also a lovely

and frame-quality full-color print included in the coloring book.I test my coloring book with various

coloring mediums (which I will list in the comments section at end of this review.) Here are the

results of my tests:Alcohol-based markers bleed through this paper but not as heavily as many

others.. Water-based markers leave a shadow of color on the backside of the page. Gel pens and

India ink pens leave a slight shadow on the back of the page. Coloring pencils work excellently with

the paper. The soft lead pencils go on with great and thick color. They layer and blend easily. The

hard lead pencils make sharp and distinct lines and their color is fairly deep as well.I think that the

paper used is a great quality though some medium did bleed through. I don't have an issue with this

as the publisher printed on one side. I used and will continue to use a blotter page under my

working page. I suggest that you also do this or remove pages before coloring to keep the rest of

the book safe from seeping ink.



Absolutely gorgeous/stunning designs. And the quality of the paper is great. I look at the designs

and can't wrap my mind around how someone can draw this!

I have the Artist's Edition of this book. In my book are 20 pages of (single sided). I love this book so

much. I have colored all but 2 pictures in my book. I decided to order this version of the book

because there are 45 single sided pages. The paper is very good (thicker than most other books)

and the pictures are sooo wonderful. I take great joy in coloring these pages.. if you order this book,

you won't be sorry..

Delighted with this book, a quality publication!The images are done in thick dark lines, easy on the

eyes. They vary in detail, some are "easier" than others. A great combination of realism with a

slightly trippy/fun house mirror style.The book is nice & large, chunky, strong binding. Images are

printed on only one side, paper is thick with a smooth, slightly toothy texture & perforated.Very worth

the price & definitely gift worthy!

This book is so special in so many ways. I love working with these images

This book will give me a break from the more realistic flower/garden coloring books I have. Paper

quality is good, paper bring heavy. Drawings are printed on one side of page snd pages are

perforated. I would recommend this book.

wow - such a nice surprise in the quality of this book. the pages are very heavy - like artist sketch

paper - or light weight cardboard. the designs are amazing. very large book - so the pages can

make for wonderful art work that can be framed. This artist's other book (desert wonderland) does

not have the quality paper as this one does nor the dramatic sketches.
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